SPRING SYMPOSIUM
RADIATION ONCOLOGY EDUCATION: MOVING THE NEEDLE

JUNE 1, 2018
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

10:30AM - 10:35AM: WELCOME REMARKS
Daniel Golden MD MHPE, University of Chicago

10:35AM - 12:15PM: ORAL SESSION 1
THE NEED: INQUIRIES AND OPPORTUNITIES
Moderators: Steve Braunstein MD PhD and Erin Gillespie MD

1. Assessment of Program Director and Resident Needs for a Structured Introductory Radiation Oncology Curriculum and Boot Camp
   Jillian Gunther MD PhD, MD Anderson Cancer Center

2. Introductory Radiation Oncology Curriculum (IROC) Development and Implementation of a Multi-institutional Orientation Program
   Emma Fields MD and Rachel Jimenez MD, Virginia Commonwealth University and Massachusetts General Hospital

3. Role of Chart Rounds and Peer Review in Modern Day Training
   Parul Barry MD, Rush University

4. Quality Improvement Educational Program for Radiation Oncology Residents
   Joanne Alfieri MD, McGill University

5. An Update on ARRO Education Projects and Initiatives
   Jenna Kahn MD, Virginia Commonwealth University

   Yannick Eller MD, Bern University Hospital, Switzerland

7. Radiation Oncology Education for Medical Oncology Fellowship Trainees: A Pilot Needs Assessment
   Nitika Paudel, MD PhD, Northwestern University

8. Development of Training Programs to Support Regional Integration
   Amanda Choflet DNP, RN, OCN, Johns Hopkins Medicine

12:15PM - 1:00PM: LUNCH AND NETWORKING

1:00PM - 2:40PM: ORAL SESSION 2
THE TRAINING: LEARNING AND TECHNOLOGY
Moderators: Emma Fields MD and Rachel Jimenez MD

1. Simulation as More Than a Treatment Planning Tool: A Systematic Review of Radiation Oncology Simulation-Based Medical Education Literature
   Michael Rooney BA, University of Illinois at Chicago

2. Resident Treatment Planning Education: How are we teaching the Art?
   Jessica Schuster MD, University of Wisconsin

3. Creation of a High-Fidelity Computer-Based Simulation to Improve Residency Competency in Radiotherapy Treatment Plan Evaluation
   Jenna Adleman MD, University of Toronto

4. Embracing the Future: Improving Training for Radiation Oncology Residents Utilizing Modern Technologies
   Ashlyn Everett MD, University of Alabama

5. Learnoncology.ca: The Lifecycle of an Educational Resource for Radiation Oncology Education in the Undergraduate Setting and Beyond
   Paris-Ann Ingleedew MD MHPE, University of British Columbia and BC Cancer - Vancouver Center

6. Improving Resident Education Through Clinical Decision Support and Feedback
   Erin Gillespie MD, Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center

7. The Socratic Method: A Valued but Underutilized Approach
   Camille Berriochoa MD, Cleveland Clinic

2:40PM - 2:50PM: BREAK

2:50PM - 4:30PM: ORAL SESSION 3
THE PROFESSION: LEADING AND LIVING WELL
Moderators: Jillian Gunther MD and Paris-Ann Ingleedew MD MHPE

1. Evolving Mentorship Needs for Radiation Oncology Residents During Training: Implications for Program Design
2. The Resident Individual Development Plan as a Guide for Radiation Oncology Mentorship
   H. Cindy Ko MD, University of Wisconsin

3. Implementation of a Leadership Development Curriculum into Radiation Oncology Resident Education
   Camille Berriochoa (Rahul Tendulkar MD), Cleveland Clinic

4. Leadership/Emotional Intelligence Training for Radiation Oncology Residents
   Thomas Dilling MD, MS, Moffitt Cancer Center

5. How to Improve Resident Satisfaction with Radiation Oncology Training
   David Asher MD, University of Miami

6. Wellness Initiatives in Radiation Oncology Residency Programs
   Anna Laucis MD MPhil, University of Michigan

   Stephen Rosenberg MD, University of Wisconsin

   Ritu Arya MD, University of Chicago

4:30PM - 4:40PM: BREAK

4:40PM - 5:10PM: KEYNOTE ADDRESS
Alan Schwartz PhD is the Michael Reese Endowed Professor of Medical Education, Associate Head and Director of Research for the Dept. of Medical Education at the University of Illinois at Chicago.

Dr. Schwartz received his PhD in Cognitive Psychology and MS in Organizational Behavior and Industrial Relations from the University of California, Berkeley. His research interests include the psychology of decision making in both patients and physicians. In patients, his work has focused on risk perception, patient-physician fit, and the impact of non-medical goals on the evaluation of health states. In physicians, his work has focused on contextual errors in decision making and updating of beliefs when exposed to new evidence.

5:10PM - 5:20PM: PERSPECTIVES FROM THE ACGME AND ADROP
   Neha Vapiwala MD, University of Pennsylvania, Vice Chair of ACGME Radiation Oncology RRC, ADROP Immediate Past President

5:20PM - 5:25PM: CLOSING REMARKS
   Daniel Golden MD MHPE, University of Chicago

5:30PM - 7:00PM: SOCIAL HOUR AND NETWORKING
Seven Ten Lanes 1055 E. 55th Street, Chicago, IL 60615

Special thanks to the ROECSG Spring Symposium Planning Committee:
- Daniel Golden MD MHPE, University of Chicago
- Steve Braunstein MD PhD, University of California San Francisco
- Emma Fields MD, Virginia Commonwealth University
- Erin Gillespie MD, Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center
- Jill Gunther MD PhD, MD Anderson Cancer Center
- Rachel Jimenez MD, Massachusetts General Hospital
- Raphael Yechiel MD, University of Miami

Breakfast and lunch kindly sponsored by an unrestricted donation from RadOncQuestions.com

http://roecsg.uchicago.edu